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Each year I come up with a video series that re-
flects today’s trends in crafting ideas. 

Quite simply put, I present ideas that are simple, 
cost effective and can put a little creativity into 
your gift giving. 

This year, I focused on more than just crochet. 
There are videos on creating jewelry, bow making, 
loom knitting, conventional knitting and, of course, 
crochet. 

These gift ideas can extend into everyday living 
projects that don’t have to be just for the holiday 
season.

INTRODUCTION



Truffle Yarn is new by Bernat for 2012. You can create interesting 
scarves relatively quickly using this yarn. In my region, this yarn 
can be found in stores such as Walmart and independent retail-
ers. 

The only challenge to this yarn is knowing where to knit inside the 
yarn strand. This is very similar to Red Heart Sashay in the sense 
of knitting within the loops. 

In this video:

•Learn what size knitting needles to use. 

•See what this scarf will look like. 

•Know exactly where to knit when using this yarn. 

•There are many different colours to choose in this yarn line so 
that you can personalize your project for gift giving. 

Play Truffle Yarn Scarf Video

HOW TO KNIT

TRUFFLE YARN 
SCARF
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMNyeWfk-wE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMNyeWfk-wE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTeJVvzQQFI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTeJVvzQQFI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTeJVvzQQFI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTeJVvzQQFI


Red Heart Boutique released Ribbons Yarn in 2012. This yarn is 
flying like hotcakes as the visual appeal of this design has knit-
ters enthusiastic with ideas. 

Like the Bernat Truffles Yarn, this yarn is similar in the sense of 
knowing which loops to crochet in. This is also very similar to Es-
telle Stargazer Yarn in the sense of knitting within the loops. 

In this video:

•Learn what size knitting needles to use. 

•See what this scarf will look like. 

•Know exactly where to knit when using this yarn. 

•There are many different colours to choose in this yarn line so 
that you can personalize your project for gift giving. 

Play Ribbons Yarn Scarf Video

HOW TO KNIT

RIBBONS 
SCARVES
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47SAR-p0mXU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47SAR-p0mXU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47SAR-p0mXU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47SAR-p0mXU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thuLGkR3fb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thuLGkR3fb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thuLGkR3fb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thuLGkR3fb4


I discovered this yarn in a little quaint yarn shop near my home. 
The yarn is majestic and super soft. I found it to be inexpensive 
as well. The pictures don’t do this justice to these scarves. 

Knitting with this yarn is very simple and not an exact science. 
The ruffles happen as you want them and are as large or as small 
as you want them to be. 

A cross comparison of a similar yarn that is knitted in the same 
way is the Bernat Twist & Twirl. 

In this video:

•Learn what size knitting needles to use. 

•See what this scarf will look like. 

•Know exactly where to knit when using this yarn. 

•There are many different colours to choose in this yarn line so 
that you can personalize your project for gift giving. 

Play Spell Bound Scarf Video

HOW TO KNIT

SPELL BOUND 
SCARVES
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNRX27116cI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNRX27116cI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TccVYA2M4G8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TccVYA2M4G8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TccVYA2M4G8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TccVYA2M4G8


This yarn has taking over the market and it is the Twilight Yarn by 
Estelle Yarns. Estelle Yarns have a ‘trend sense’ of style that 
tends to be ahead of the major yarn companies for getting the 
products onto the market quicker than anyone else. If you want 
to see where the future of yarn is going or looking for a creative 
edge, Estelle Yarns is a company that gives you a futuristic look 
and you can be ahead of the trends of yarn.

Cross comparison of a similar yarn that is knitted in the same 
way is Frill Seeker Yarn. 

In this video:

•Learn what size knitting needles to use. 

•See what this scarf will look like. 

•Know exactly where to knit when using this yarn. 

•There are many different colours to choose in this yarn line so 
that you can personalize your project for gift giving. 

Play Twilight Scarf Video

HOW TO KNIT

TWILIGHT 
SCARVES
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuooaHxIL70
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuooaHxIL70
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zU8U4yvBndQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zU8U4yvBndQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zU8U4yvBndQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zU8U4yvBndQ


Our lead host for Loom Knitting, Kristen Mangus, created this 
easy to follow video for making a ribbon bow. Kristen also has 
her own YouTube Channel that has numerous loom knitting vid-
eos and other crafting videos.  

Kristen created a Bow Video in 2011 that went viral on YouTube. 

In this video:

• Learn what materials you need to create a bow.

•Follow Kristen step by step to create your own. 

Play Gift Bow Video

HOW TO CREATE 
A BOW

GIFT BOWS
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http://youtube.com/goodknitkisses
http://youtube.com/goodknitkisses
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDcvdYQWOaw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDcvdYQWOaw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrrzJOdFc5w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrrzJOdFc5w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrrzJOdFc5w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrrzJOdFc5w


Kristen Mangus takes you on a journey with a mini loom to create 
a ball ornament. Using a styrofoam ball, she will show you how to 
create a cover for an ornament. 

Some simple suggestions such as covering the styrofoam ball 
first with an inexpensive fabric to hide the white styrofoam. You 
can put a hole into the middle of the ball if you want to put a LED 
light inside to light it up. 

Kristen also has her own YouTube Channel that has numerous 
loom knitting videos and other crafting videos.  Kristen also com-
pleted a tutorial on making a Glass Block Gift Box Decoration. 
This decoration idea is really sharp. 

In this video:

•Learn what materials you need to create an ornament.

•Follow Kristen step by step to create your own. 

Play Loom Knit Ball Ornament Video

HOW TO LOOM 
KNIT

ORNAMENTS
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http://youtube.com/goodknitkisses
http://youtube.com/goodknitkisses
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpK51vTzXWc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpK51vTzXWc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TnY5ANvbhc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TnY5ANvbhc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TnY5ANvbhc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TnY5ANvbhc


Crochet up these incredible Forever Blooming Flowers. The rea-
son for the name is that the flowers can be as big or small as you 
need. Once you see how the pattern operates, you realize you 
can make them as big as a throw pillow if you really want to. 
These flowers tend to be a bit of a yarn pig but are so fluffy that 
you don’t mind. 

Michael also has another flower video that has gone viral online 
and those are the Patons Small Flowers. Again, a simple but ef-
fective design for accenting any of your crochet work. 

In this video:

•Learn how to make this gorgeous flower.

•Understand the repeat pattern aspect to start customizing this 
flower to suit your needs.

Play Forever Blooming Flowers Video

HOW TO 
CROCHET

FLOWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnvtvW5nFSY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnvtvW5nFSY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX4FYlZqFk4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX4FYlZqFk4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX4FYlZqFk4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX4FYlZqFk4


Learn how to crochet Broomstick Lace. YES... you really do use a 
broomstick or something equivalent for the diameter of the stick. 

This is a brand new stitch that Michael learned this year and the 
advantage of this stitch is how fast the project will grow. Essen-
tially every time you do the broomstick row, your project will grow 
by an inch. 

Another video that was just released is the Cross Stitch Crochet 
Pattern that is just as large. In fact, Michael crocheted an afghan 
in just two days! 

In this video:

•Learn how to create lace using a broomstick. 

•Whip up a gorgeous scarf. Remember to choose your yarn 
carefully as some really bulky yarns won’t show off this stitch as 
effectively.

Play Broomstick Lace Video

HOW TO 
CROCHET

LACE SCARF
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZGM9ALFtNc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZGM9ALFtNc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZGM9ALFtNc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZGM9ALFtNc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Ojp2ujG-U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Ojp2ujG-U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Ojp2ujG-U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Ojp2ujG-U


Another popular item this year is a Ring Around The Felts Brace-
let by Handbehg Felts. This comes as a complete kit and uses 
high quality silver jewelry components to make your own. 

Michael wears his often as people gravitate toward it. They offer 
compliments and love how the felted balls play with silver. 

For our crocheting friends, you may enjoy a 3 Wire Necklace 
Chain Video to create a stunning chunky wire necklace with your 
crochet hook. 

In this video:

•Learn how to follow the directions for assembling your bracelet 
kit. 

•This is a very easy project and the final look and feel to this 
bracelet is really superb. 

Play Ring Around The Felts Video

HOW TO CREATE 
JEWELRY

BRACELET
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftZtSSuo9I4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftZtSSuo9I4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftZtSSuo9I4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftZtSSuo9I4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMs9t9YqXN0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMs9t9YqXN0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMs9t9YqXN0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMs9t9YqXN0


I’m tired of wreaths in the stores that don’t capture my holiday de-
cor or personality. Instead of buying a pre-made wreath, how 
about you make your own? 

I just happened to use Martha Stewart Living Collection Projects 
but you can substitute anything you wish to make your own. The 
advantage to making your own is that the wreath can be custom-
ized and the balls will look more free formed instead of cookie 
cutter like store wreaths tend to be. 

If you love this ideas, you might prefer my other video, Christ-
mas Ball Wreath  where I have fed onto a clothes wire to make a 
gorgeous wreath. 

In this video:

•Learn the tricks that I show by using cardboard, clothes wire 
and some hot glue. This was a lot of fun to create. 

Play Jingle Wreath Video

HOW TO CREATE

WREATH
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOVNl8aU_ps
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOVNl8aU_ps
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOVNl8aU_ps
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOVNl8aU_ps
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mZa0dbZhdU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mZa0dbZhdU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mZa0dbZhdU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mZa0dbZhdU


For something a little different, you can try this quick and easy Ta-
ble Top Wreath. Don’t let the candle fool you, you can use this 
idea for accenting vases and other keep sakes you may have. 

You can make a whole set of these for your holiday decor and re-
cycle them year after year. 

Last year, I had Jar Candle Cover Tutorial so that you could place 
a nice lace cover over your candle to help accent your table. 

In this video:

•See what is holding the round shape in the middle.

•Follow only 4 rounds of crochet to make this wreath so plush.

Play Table Top Wreath Video

HOW TO 
CROCHET

WREATH
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzZW6vfxsVk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzZW6vfxsVk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPDAEx-88NE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPDAEx-88NE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPDAEx-88NE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPDAEx-88NE


The most popular project this year is the Crochet Christmas Tree 
that is constructed with crocodile stitches. The base of this tree is  
very simple that requires very little effort for counting stitches. 

The secondary component of this tree is the crocodile stitches 
that are worked around the tree to create the branches. You can 
opt to decorate this tree if you wish. 

You may also love the sister tree to this design. The Amazing Topi-
ary Tree is a year round topiary that you can display to match 
your home decor. I simply love mine. 

In this video:

•Learn how to create the cone foundation. 

•Once the foundation is complete, see how easy it is to add 
branches using the crocodile stitch.

Play Christmas Tree Video

HOW TO 
CROCHET

TREE
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbnO3vHPSiQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbnO3vHPSiQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbnO3vHPSiQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbnO3vHPSiQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNxWFKDgdgE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNxWFKDgdgE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNxWFKDgdgE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNxWFKDgdgE


As always, The Crochet Crowd® has free content in the form of 
video tutorials, written patterns and non stop inspiration at your 
finger tips. 

‘The Crowd’ is guided by Michael Sellick, known as Mikey. He 
specializes in getting people started in crochet and then bump-
ing them to another level of crochet by doing skill building exer-
cises. If you need more help, here are some suggestions:

• The Crochet Crowd Links for Instant Tutorials

•24 Free Crochet Courses

•Learn to Read Crochet Patterns

•Crochet Stitching Techniques

•Crochet for Left Handers

•The Crochet Crowd Website

Go to YouTube Channel

MORE
FREE

RESOURCES
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAsnB8D0NpU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAsnB8D0NpU
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?annotation_id=annotation_616331&feature=iv&list=PL69F5A7FE3F95232F&src_vid=OAsnB8D0NpU
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?annotation_id=annotation_616331&feature=iv&list=PL69F5A7FE3F95232F&src_vid=OAsnB8D0NpU
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbHEcdQw1SaR0BMlEufCY4FTflM5xfkF1&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_915169
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbHEcdQw1SaR0BMlEufCY4FTflM5xfkF1&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_915169
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5DDC5FD0C5C99951&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_890845
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5DDC5FD0C5C99951&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_890845
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL66ADDB75F2C8C30A&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_590845
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL66ADDB75F2C8C30A&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_590845
http://thecrochetcrowd.com
http://thecrochetcrowd.com
http://www.youtube.com/mikeyssmail
http://www.youtube.com/mikeyssmail
http://www.youtube.com/mikeyssmail
http://www.youtube.com/mikeyssmail

